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Microwavable Safe Recipes For You To Try!

Standing Time

Every microwave recipe has a specified
standing time. The dish or casserole must
stand on a solid surface to retain heat and
finish cooking (DON'T use a cooling rack
or trivet). Remember, microwave ovens
cook by making water, sugar and fat
molecules vibrate, creating heat. Standing
time allows heat to spread, cooking to
finish, and allows the temperature of the
food to stabilize and moderate.
Doneness Tests

Every microwave oven will cook
differently. Hot spots, differences in the
stirrer blade (which circulates energy
throughout the appliance), and variations
in wattage all make a difference in cooking
times. Pay careful attention to doneness
tests as specified in the recipes. To be extra
safe, use an instant read food thermometer
to make sure your foods are at safe serving
temperatures .

foods, unless specified, will change
the cooking time and may affect the recipe
quality.

the foods at least once during cooking
time. This helps redistribute the heat so
foods cook more evenly.

Quantity

Rearranging Foods

Microwave cooking times are directly
related to amounts of food being cooked.
When you double the quantity of a recipe,
increase cooking time by at least 50%,
and check carefully for doneness. As an
example, two medium potatoes will take
5-7 minutes to cook, while four potatoes
take 10-12 minutes.

Solid foods like pieces of meat or large
vegetables may need to be rearranged or
turned over during cooking. Corners or
sides of casseroles and dishes will receive
more energy, so the foods need to be
turned and rearranged for even cooking .
Placing food in a ring generally assures
even cooking.

Food Sizes and Shapes

Browning

Foods that are the same size and shape
will cook more evenly in the microwave
and will finish cooking at the same time,
which means there will be no overcooked
or undercooked sections. Foods with thick
and thin sections should be arranged so
the thin portions are toward the center of
the dish. Microwaves penetrate the food
from 3/4" to 1-1/2".

Foods typically don't brown in the
microwave oven. Browning elements are
available and may be a good investment if
you do a lot of microwave cooking. Some
foods, like meats, will turn brown because
of carmelization of sugars and starches in
the food. You can add browning agents
to foods to increase appeal. Agents
include soy sauce, Kitchen Bouquet,
Worcestershire sauce, seasoning mixes,
cinnamon and other spices, and glazes
which use sugar.
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Food Temperature

Stirring

Most foods are cooked starting at
refrigerator or room temperature. Using
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Most microwave recipes direct you to stir
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Covering

Cover the food with microwave safe
plastic or waxed paper if the recipe
specifies. This helps hold in steam for fast
and even cooking. Paper towels (don't
use recycled paper towels!) are used to
absorb spatters and moisture. Pay close
attention to venting instructions. Venting
prevents dangerous amounts of steam
from building up in the dish.

Sunday Night: Rice and Beef Stew

Meal Preparation
For the preparation of these meals you will
need:

•

I.

•

Microwave-safe container
Cutting board
Potato peeler
Vegetable scrubber
Dishes that are microwave-safe
A casserole dish
One large bowl
Mixing spoons
Cutting knives (preferably not butter
knives)
Prep time: 5 Minutes
Ingredients:
One pouch Uncle Ben's Ready Rice (either
Whole Grain or Original)
One can Dinty Moore Beef stew (7.5 oz)
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Directions:
Rice (as directed by Uncle Ben's pouch
ins tru cti ons):
Squeeze pouch to separate rice.
Tear to vent.
Heat on HIGH for 90 seconds.
Remove from microwave using Cool
Touch area on untorn side

microwaveable-safe dish, covered. Heat
for three minutes or until hot.
Pour the bag of rice onto a large dish and
then pour the beef stew on top .
Monday Night: Chili Dogs

Prep Time: 5 Minutes

Ingredients:
1 pack Ball Park Beef Franks (contains 8)
1 pack of hot dog buns
1f4 cup shredded cheddar cheese
1 15 oz. can Harmel Less Sodium Chili
with beans
Mustard (optional)

Directions:
Hotdogs: Wrap 2 franks individually in
paper towels and heat for 30-35 on high.

Chili:
Pour the can's contents into a microwavesafe bowl and cover with a paper towel.
Heat for 90 seconds or until hot.
Place two hot dog buns onto a plate and
place the franks inside of the buns.
If desired, squirt mustard onto the hot
dog. Use a spoon to dish out the chili on
top of the franks .
Sprinkle cheddar cheese on top.

Directions:
Using a potato peeler, peel three mediumto-large potatoes. After the potatoes are
peeled, rinse them under warm water for
15 seconds. Scrub away any dirt with a
vegetable brush. Using a fork, poke holes
into the potatoes about six times all over
to help them vent while in the microwave.
If you skip this step, your potatoes will
explode!

Place the three potatoes inches apart on
a large dish. Microwave the potatoes for
7 minutes. If the potatoes still feel hard,
microwave for additional time until
they are to the desired tenderness. Let
the potatoes cool for 1-3 minutes. Once
the potatoes have cooled, cut them into
medium-sized chunks as if you were
preparing mashed potatoes. Pour the
potato chunks into your casserole dish.
Place 1 teaspoon of butter or margarine and
mix throughout (optional). Measure out
1f4 cup of sour cream (or more depending
on how much you desire) and using a
spoon, mix it in with the potatoes until
covered. Measure out 1f2 cup shredded
cheddar cheese and spread it throughout
the casserole dish.

Sprinkle your bacon bits and chives on top
of the potatoes.

Baked Potato Casserole
Prep Time: 15-20 minutes
Ingredients:
3 Russet potatoes
1/2 cup shredded cheddar cheese
1f4 cup sour cream
Salt
Pepper
1 teaspoon Butter or Margarine
Chives (optional)
1 tablespoon Harmel Bacon toppings
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Stew:
Pour entire contents of can into the
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Your Resume
Your resume will most likely be your first
"introduction" to your interviewer. It
is important that it contains relevant upto-date information that is both spelling
and grammatically perfect.
If there
are mistakes in one page of type, the
company will assume that you do not have
enough communication skills for the job.
Customize your resume to each individual
company you send it to. One company
may be more interested in finding a
person in a more specific area than another
company.

and any other posts that employers may
not like.

situation. Ask a question that is relevant
to either the position or company.

If you are not sure what is "safe" or
not, deactivate your account for a while
(although I would still delete those bad
photos). Don't worry, you can always get
your profile back, with all your pictures
still there.

This may require some research about
the company before hand, but asking a
relevant question to show your interest in
the company is a positive! The interviewer
will like that you took the initiative to
learn about the company.

Learn the correct way to act in an
interview

Follow up after the interview

There are many websites and books about
how to act in a job interview. Read up
on job interview do's and don't before
you go to avoid a scary situation. Even
look up how to act at a meal interview.
Some employers want to have meetings
over lunch so it feels more comfortable.
SUNYITs Career Services is hosting a
business etiquette luncheon again on
March 24 at noon. The seminar teaches a
person how to sit, place your napkin, and
eat your food without making yourself
look like a fool. If you are interested in
attending this luncheon, sign up at http://
www .sun yi t.edu/careerservices.studen ts.
etiquettelunch or the Career Services office
by March 14.

Either call the interviewer or write a
letter to the company stating how you
are interested in how filling the position
is going. This shows your initiative to go
beyond. You will jump to the top of the
pile if no one else follows up after the
interview.
For more information, visit:
http ://www .businessschooledge.com/35things-to-avoid-at-your-job-interview
http://www .ehow .com/how _2292950_actjob-interview.html
http ://w ww .fastupfront .com/blog/
business/5-tips-on-getting-a-job-when-noone-wants-you/

Clean up your Face book page
None of your future employers want to
see how wasted you were last weekend.
Before sending out your resume, make
sure to delete all of your drunken photos
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When the interviewer asks you if you
have questions ...
ask a question! If you have no questions,
it seems like you do not care about the

Written by Man; Cirillo
Designed by Andrea Dansereau

The Best Time To Buy Eggs ...
ver wondered when is the right
time to do or buy something in life?
Author Mar Di Vincenzo did, and
wrote a book about it. His book, "Buying
Ketchup in May and Fly at Noon" was
published in 2007 and instantly became
a New York Times Bestseller. Recently, I
had the pleasure of finding and reading
this very interesting and humorous book.
Based upon Di Vincenzo's research with
experts on each topic, here is a teaser of
helpful trivia shared within his book.

E

Love to shop? T11e best time to shop at any
department store, based on DiVincenzo's
research, is Saturday evenings. Why? The
latest sales typically begin on Sunday, yet
many managers tend to put up the sale
signs on Saturday night. What is fue best
time to buy video games?
January furough March, as m<my postChristmas sales go on before new games

are introduced later in the year. Getting
a tattoo? Don't do it in fue summer.
According to the research, the best time to
get a tattoo is winter due to the reduced
levels of sun exposure. As SUNYIT has
a number of commuter students (myself
included), the best time to pump gas into
your car is Wednesday mornings, due to
lowered prices before the weekend.
With spring break (and summer!) just
armmd the corner, many of us are
looking to make plans for a sweet escape.
Accordi11g to Di Vincenzo' s work, tl1e
best time to fly (as in1plied by the book's
title) is in fact noon as it avoids most rush
hour traffic throughout the day. The best
month to fly is August, as it has fue highest
frequency of on-time arrivals out of all of
the months in the year. The best month to
book a cruise is April or November, just
after spring break and before the major
holiday or vacation period. Looking to go
to Las Vegas? Recently, the best month to
go is August as there are many deals
presented to lure tourists during the
time brutal summer heat. How about
Cancun? Don't go during spring
break, as tl1e best prices come up
during April or May.

make any sort of presentation is in the
mid-morning, as both the presenter and
fue audience is more likely to be alert
during that time. Same with taking a
test, as research suggests that lOam is
tl1e optimal time to do so. Have to study
something important? The best time is not
mid-morning, but from 8pm to midnight
as the nervous system tends to be aroused
at this time leading to improved long-term
memory capability. Attention professors:
According to Di Vincenzo' s work, the
best time to surprise students during a
lechtre is every 10 minutes starting from
the beginning of class. Research suggests
that after the first 10 minutes, students
are likely to lose focus and stop paying
attention to a lecture if no new information
has been presented.
You can find "Buying Ketchup in May and
Fly at Noon" at any bookstore, as well as
online at places like amazon.com. As for
the best time to buy eggs ... the answer is
obvious: whenever they are on sale.
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; Before we can all truly tl1ink about
summer plans, we do have to get
through the school year. Luckily, Di
Vincenzo has done some research on
fue best times to do specific school
tasks tl1at we all may or may not
enjoy. For example, the best time to
factory times • 7

TOP 5 SOCCER fiAMES TO SEE

T

his weekend offers the opportunity to move away from the usual
leagues in Europe with high-profile games in places like Istanbul

and Athens, while in England the big-spenders meet. England's big
spenders face off in a crucial clash for both sides if they are to maintain
any glimmer of hope of winning the Premier League title this term.

Chelsea is currently nine points
off the sununit in fomth on 51
points, while the Sky Blues are
third on 53 points. But with fifthplaced Tottenham snapping at
their heels, this game is also about
UEFA Champions League soccer
for next season, with neither
guaranteed qualification.
The
Blues have found some touch
lately, but it's hard from the
wonderful fom1 they produced
early in the season. The Sky Blues
bowed out of the Europa League
in midweek after reaching the FA
Cup semi-finals last weekend. It's
been a busy week, and it' ll all
culminate in a grand finale here.
Istanbul's two biggest rivals face
off on Friday night in a clash
between two clubs experiencing
contrasting fortunes. Galatasaray
are incredibly down in 11th, while
Fenerbahce have stormed into top
spot in the Super Lig to become
strong title favorites. With that in
mind, there's nothing Galatasaray
would like more than to halt the
Yellow Canaries' progress. But
that won 't be easy considering
Fenerbahce are on a nine-gan1e
winning run, while Cin1bom have
won just once in their past six
matches. There 's a growing divide
between these two clubs, but
anything's possible in an Istanbul
derby.
There's a tight title race going
on in France this season and
Saturday brings together two of
the genuine candidates for the
crown when third-placed Lyon
host
second-placed
Rennes.

Lyon was knocked out of the
UEFA Champions League in
midweek by Real Madrid, so
they will switch their focus fully
onto Ligue 1 now. And they are
in some form in France, beaten
only once in their past 20 league
matches. Meanwhile, Rennes lost
an important game to Marseille
last weekend and will feel anxious
about another big clash.
It's time for El Derbi Madrileno
when the Mattress Makers play
host to city-rivals Los Merengues.
It may be seventh versus second,

but there 's plenty on the line
in Madrid.
Incredibly, Real
have not lost to Atletico since
1999 and given their cmTent
fmm (progressing to the UEFA
Champions League quatter-fi nals
in midweek) will feel confident of
keeping that record alive. Atletico
are unbeaten in their past five in
La Liga, but Real have won all
tlu·ee encounters between these
two sides this season.
Olympiacos are set to claim the
Greek Super League title on
Sunday when they play host to
long-time rivals AEK Athens.
Olympiacos lead the league by 10
points from Panathinaikos with
four games to play and would've
already claimed the title had it not
been for a 2-1 loss at PAOK last
weekend. Clinching the title at
the Karaiskakis Stadium against
AEK, though, would be special

for Thrylos. But it won't be a
foregone conclusion considering
AEK are third in the league and
won through to the Greek Cup
final in midweek.
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Double-check the weight of
your groceries!
u""""'" ·•:,;;>.'! As crazy as it sounds, weigh produce items
sto,ref~~ like potatoes and onions or anythmg that
is prepaCkaged. Tho;;e 5-pound bags
not always 5 pounds. ~oine are 4 .
and 'Some a:re 6! So weigl:{ pr•ecp,aclka~~ed
items and grab the heaviest .bag and
a few pennies.
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CU])et':l5i 0ne way to' make your Y<;'F.>"'!"'"'""·'a"'
ger is to put a paper towel at the
the crisper drawer. It will grab
rH>.nn<<"'" Water the vegetables rot from.

Pufa ·fe~:ric~ grains 'in you_r
shaker. , · ·
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Japan: ACountrv in Need ot
Our Help
On March 12, 2011, an 8.9-magnitude
earthquake caused a disasterous 33-foot
tsunami, which washed away buildings,
houses, automobiles, and people in the
northern coastal cities of Japan. In less
than a week, over thousands of people in
Japan were injured, declared missing or
dead. In addition, the struggle to control
the nuclear reactors are becoming more
dangerous and difficult.
As of right now, Japan is a country in need
of all the help in can get from all around
the world.

wavs You can Help Japan
1) Donate funds to an official charity
for the Japan Earthquake and Pacific
Tsunami Relief. It does not matter if it is
only a dollar. Your donation will make a
difference and help Japan recover from
this tragedy.
• RedCross

In the United States, you can text
REDCROSS to 90999 to give $10.00 for
Japan Earthquake and Pacific Tsunami.
• Save The Children
Donate to the Japan Earthquake Tsunami
Children in Emergency Fund to support
Save the Children's response to ongoing
urgent needs of the children of Japan.
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• International Fund for Animal Welfare
Your donation to this charity will help the
organization provide temporary shelters,
food, water, and vaccines for the rescued
animals.

2) Purchase products th<iitstates all proceeds
go directly to charities and organizations
helping the Japan Earthquake and Pacific
Tsunami Relief.

~1

Ladies, why don' t you look fashionable as
you show Japan support? At karmaloop.
com, you can purchase The Rising Sun Tee,
which states, "The Sun Will Rise Again" in
english and japanese. By purchasing this
t-shirt, you will be d onating $20.00 to the
Red Cross disaster relief efforts in aiding
the people affected by the 2011 earthquake
and tsunami in Japan.
• Lady Gaga Japan Earthquake Relief
Wristband
Represent your support with the "We
Pray For Japan" [in english and japanese]
wristband, created by Lady Gaga. The
$5.00 proceed for each wristband.a 9oes
directly to the Jar.an relief effort.
3) Create l our own fund ra i er to help
support Japan with the resources you
have at SUNYIT. There are many sh1dent
organizations and clubs on campus, who
are willing to host and event and contribute
to events upon request. If you are willing
_ to_p_tttin this_effm:.t to help aid Japan, then
contact SUNYIT Student Association, the
student organizations, and student clubs
to pi n aF! p rganized fundraiser.
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Fill the Holes 1n
Your
Resume
Now-a-days jobs are hard to come by.
Without experience, advance degrees, or
great references, we are likely to become
couch potatoes. In order to be a step ahead
of our peers we must invest our time in
internships. In the fall semester of 2010, I
was fortunate enough to get an internship
through Professor Dorazio.
Although the internship was far from my
knowledge, I decided to give this cheese
making company a try. The cheese company
was founded by Keeley McGarr from King
Ferry in New York, who found her passion in
making two unique and distinctive cheeses.
Ready for the world to know about her
hand-crafted cheese, Keeley needed help
with public relations. I was up for the
challenge and was extremely grateful that
my professor and new client were willing to
give me the experience that I needed. When
my peers and I teamed up for the task ahead
of us, we were unsure of what to expect, but
I knew we were ready.

Once we, as a team, finished the internship
for Keeley's Cheese, I could not help but
feel a sense of accomplishment. I had an
amazing internship experience to put me
ahead of my peers on my resume and in
my portfolio because I showed initiative
and took on an area that I knew little about.
As a fellow student, I am urging all of you
to utilize the resources around and realize
the importance of what an internship
can do for you. Ask your counselors,
professors, adviosors, or even your peers
for work that you can do in your field .
Don't be afraid to take action, go out and
get you an internship.

Written By Jamanda McNaab
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